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《守望雪山精灵——滇金丝猴科考手记》  
The Most Adorable Faces in the World - Twenty Years' 
Research into Yunnan Golden Monkeys in China
Author： Long Yongcheng    
ISBN 978-7-5345-5-9969

 This book serves as a record of Mr. Long's twenty years of devotion, 
as well as a narrative about his relationship with the Yunnan golden 
monkey. Readers will follow Mr. Long's footsteps into the snowy 
paradise of the Yunnan-Tibetan Plateau, and along the way begin to 
appreciate the Yunnan golden monkey for what a truly beautiful and 
majestic animal it is. By 10 years' protection, the number of monkeys 
here has been up to 500. they enjoy their life in the spacious forest. 
As human beings, we all have a responsibility to Mother Nature, a 
responsibility that impels us to ensure these monkeys have a safe place 
to live and to multiply for all time. 

　　　
Contact：Deng Haiyun
Email：denghy@ppm.cn

江苏凤凰教育出版社
Phoenix Education Publishing House

《我们的诗词》
You Can Read a Chinese Poem
Editor：Zhang Kezhong         
ISBN：978-7-5499-7364-4

This book is a collection of 45 famous ancient Chinese poems. According 
to the artistic conception of poetry, the poems are accompanied by pictures. 
Next to each poem is its interpretation. Each poem is equipped with a two-
dimensional code that can be scanned to hear the reading. The book is targeted  
at students who are learning Chinese or people who are interested in Chinese. 
By listening to sound recordings and reading, the reader learns to read or 
perform Chinese poems. This book can also be cultural reading, listening or 
speaking learning materials of Chinese.

Contact: ZhaoYuhan
Email：zhaoyuhan@ppm.cn

江苏凤凰少年儿童出版社
Phoenix juvenile and Children's Publishing House

《大水》
The Flood 
 Author：Zhao Ling              
ISBN：978-7-5584-0342-2

This is a children's novel on the realistic theme and describes the warmth 
of human in the flood disaster. In a place called Huang Fengkuo on the 
eastern Henan Plain on the South bank of the Yellow River, there lives 
Laner's family. When Laner was 10 years old, the flood attacked and swept 
her village, but her grandfather led the villagers to fight with the flood. 
During the disaster, Laner witnessed scenes that she would never forget. 
Although the flood is cruel, the villagers do not give up fighting with the 
blood year after year because of their desire for survival and a peaceful life. 
Finally, under the guidance of her father, the whole village worked together 
to build high walls to prevent the blood. This novel shows the nobility and 
strength of human when faced with disaster and composes a thrilling song 
by using fresh art image and thrilling plot.

《牧鹤女孩》
The Herding Crane Girl 
 Author：Cao Wenfang       
ISBN：978-7-5346-9753-1

This book is a new and original children's novel written by the famous 
writer - Cao Wenfang.In the morning of early summer, a girl named Juancao 

C H I N A   P U B L I S H I N G  &  M E D I A  J O U R N A L

accidentally got a baby crane born just a few days ago. She carefully 
takes care of the baby crane, domesticates and accompanies it. Finally, 
She sets the baby crane fly when the last wild red-crowned crane 
migration comes. 

Contact：Wu Xiaohong
Email：839469115@qq.com

江苏凤凰美术出版社
Jiangsu Phoenix Fine Arts Publishing House

“符号江苏（第五辑）”
Symbols of Jiangsu
Author：Xu Tonghua,Tinfeng,etc.
ISBN：978-7-5580-5541-6,978-7-5580-5835-6,etc.

The series includes 10 kinds of cultural resources of Jiangsu which are 
most representative and symbolic. With pictures and accompanying 
texts in fresh and multiple forms, the series analyzes the historical 
and realistic connotation of Jiangsu culture and intensively shows the 
cultural influence of Jiangsu.

《汤莎会邯郸梦》
Handan Dream
Author：  Ke Junm      
ISBN：978-7-5580-1948-7

In 2016, the new adapted version of Handan Dream, a classic play of 
Kunqu Opera was premiered in London. As a memorial work for the 
400th anniversary of Tang Xianzu and Shakespeare's death, Handan 
Dream was creatively fused with Shakespearean drama. This book 
introduces, anylyzes and records this cultural event in a comprehensive 
and intensive way.

Contact：Shu Jinjia
Email：lynshu@foxmail.com

江苏凤凰文艺出版社
Jiangsu Phoenix Literature and Art Publishing

《大树小虫》
Time Wraps
Author：Chi  Li          
ISBN: 978-7-5594-3131-8

Time wraps  begins with romance of a Chinese couple who seemed to 
fell in love at first sight. However, this perfect match was the result of a 
sophisticated deployment by cooperation between both families. Taking 
this as a clue, Chi Li reveals the centuries-old fate of two families and 
three generations. This novel is known as the contemporary Chinese 
version of One Hundred Years of Solitude.

Contact：Wang Yuyao
Email：wangyuyao33@qq.com

译林出版社
Yilin Press

《捎话》
The Messenger
Author： Liu Liangcheng    
ISBN: 978-7-5447-7509-0

From the award-winning author of My Personal Village and Loose 
Earth, this novel is an exotic and philosophical adventure about two 
warring countries, Pisha and Heile. With no official communication, 
messengers go between the two in secret. Ku, a messenger and famous 
translator, is asked to deliver a donkey named Xie from Pisha to Heile. 
Xie, the client insists, is also a message. Ku discovers that Xie can see 
sounds as shapes and colors, hear ghosts, and understand the human 
mind. Together, they cross battlefields and deserts, bearing witness to 
the cruelties of war and follies of man.

Contact: Zhao Wei
Email: zhaowei@yilin.com
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